Release Notes for version 7.11 (10/2/2018)
(Major changes since version 7.10)

Design Improvements:
- Updates to Kriging interface and calculations.
- Made separate sub-page for MARSSIM Sign One Analyte design.
- Made Mean vs. Fixed Design Dialogs resizable.

Graph Improvements:
- Updated labels for prospective and retrospective power curves on MARSSIM designs.
- Updated MARSSIM Scenario B graphs.

Report Improvements:
- Added mouse wheel support for scrolling report.

Map Improvements:
- Allow sample labels to be re-positioned on map.
- Can change map units by right-clicking map units on map layer.
- Fixed bug that prevented some legends from being dragged.
- Added room support for composite samples.
- Added ability to drag composite samples to new group.

Miscellaneous Improvements:
- Updated DQA data entry so datum doesn’t go to end of list when label is changed.
- Blocked grid cell locations from being changed in DQA data entry page.